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Abstract: A wireless mouse based on head control is proposed to control the moving direction of computer cursor by sensing the tilting direction of user's head. This kind of operational approach make the non-arm disabled using computers realized. The direction induction module is used to sense the tilting of four directions. With the MCU timer, automatic execution of left-click and double-click is available. The MCU of receiver controls the moving and the time to click of the computer cursor. Data transmission of short distance between mouse and receiver is available by using NRF wireless technology, which can make the non-arm disabled control a computer cursor easily. The system provides the disabled a more comfortable way to control the computer. The design has much potential to be applied to lots of occasions.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The mouse[1] is essential when we use computer. With the mouse we can enjoy fast and convenient Internet, which brings much convenience to us. The non-arm disabled cannot use mouse conveniently like normal people, which means that surfing on the internet is a difficult thing for them. Surfing on the Internet is a very important way for exchanging information, which is more important for disabled people. There are some devices that can help the disabled to use mouse by eyes[2], which are based on image processing. But the common problem is that the disabled will be easier to feel tired if they use their eyes for a long time. So in order to solve the problem of surfing on the internet for non-arm disabled, we propose the use of wireless mouse based on head control, which is comfortable and cheap.

II. METHOD OF CONTROL

A. Direction control

The equipment worn on the head, the user can control the computer cursor by tilting the head. The computer cursor moves to the left when users' head tilt to a certain angle toward the left (the critical value of the tilt angle can be adjusted according to the needs of users). And the same with computer cursor moving to the right or moving upward and downward.

B. Method of click

When user makes the computer cursor stop for about 2.5 seconds, the mouse executes the function of left click automatically. The mouse executes the function of double-click automatically with two more seconds for stopping. The disabled needn't use any button to click.

III. DESIGN OF THE SYSTEM

Overall design of the system is described in Fig.1.

First, the direction induction module senses the tilting direction of user's head. Direction induction module will produce four different signal output when the head move left, right, upward and downward respectively. The MCU will transmit the direction signal through the wireless data transmission module when direction tilting is detected. After the signal is received by the wireless receiving module, the received signal will be transferred to the MCU of the receiver. And the MCU will process the signal data, judging the stopping time of the computer cursor, and then execute the corresponding functions. MCU of receiving part sends the data to PC by USB tranfer circuit. The working voltage of system is 5V.

A. Design of the direction induction module

The direction induction module is an essential module in wireless mouse based on head control. The hardware diagram of the direction induction module in one direction is described in Fig. 2. This part uses the SCA60C-N1000060 chip produced by VTI Technologies Corporation[3]. Two chips are vertically arranged and tilting of four different directions can be sensed. Analog signal is the output of the system. Hence, analog signals are converted to digital signals according to the standard value of the voltage comparer, which brings much convenience to the MCU processing. The standard value of the voltage can be made by there voltage divider resistances. If the tilting of one direction is sensed, MCU will get a low voltage.
B. Design of the wireless transmission and receiving module

The module uses the NRF2401 chip produced by Nordic for short distance wireless transmission. With NRF2401[4], the data can be transmitted or received for short distance. It works on the frequency band 2.4GHz~2.5GHz in ISM. Wireless control is realized by transmitting the signal from MCU of the transmitter to MCU of the receiver. The size of the wireless transmission and receiving module is small, which is suitable for this module.

C. Program design in MCU of the receiver

The MCU of the receiver is an important part of the system and the program makes the system work according to our design. The data can be sent to PC with the MCU of the receiver communicating with the computer. MCU of the receiver is not only responsible for communication with the computer, but also for the control to make the mouse do the operation of left-click. Program design diagram is shown in Fig.3. First do the initialization, and then enter the loop for wireless data reception. Then the data will be stored and judge if the computer cursor has been motionless for 2.5 seconds. Then automatic left-click will be done. If not, then judge if the cursor has been motionless for 4.5 seconds. If, double-click will be done. If not, then the MCU will transmit control information to computer and wait for receiving data.

D. Design of USB transfer circuit

The design of USB transfer circuit uses PDIUSBD12 chip produced by Philips Corporation. PDIUSBD12 is a good USB device, which is usually used in the system based on micro controller and is used to communicate with micro controller through high-speed general parallel interface. And it complies with USB1.1 protocol specification. The kind of components of the USB interface makes it possible for the designer to choose a most suitable micro controller in a variety of different types of micro controller, whose flexibility reduces the time risk of research and costs by using the existing structure and reducing the investment on the firmware. Hence, it is possible to achieve the most economical solution of USB with the most efficient method of peripherals. MCU in the receiver can easily establish communication with computer to achieve the effect of controlling the computer cursor.

IV. EXPERIMENT AND DISCUSSION

A. Experiment of system

We put the mouse on the headset to do the test for the mouse. Some key information of the mouse is shown in List 1. When user’s head tilt in four different directions, the cursor moved in for direction respectively. When user’s head was motionless for 2.5 seconds and 4.5 seconds, left-click and double-click was done respectively. The physical model of the mouse is shown in Fig.4.

B. Analysis of the system

This kind of device controls the mouse by tilting head. Computer cursor will move toward a direction by a fixed speed. Compared to the device that the computer cursor move follow the track that the head moves, it will make the disabled feel uncomfortable even use the mouse for a long time. The size of the system is 6cm × 4cm × 1.5cm, and the
The working voltage is 5V. Main parameters of the mouse are described on TABLE I.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Working voltage</th>
<th>size</th>
<th>Wording temperature</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>5V</td>
<td>6cm × 4cm</td>
<td>253K–385K</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>× 1.5cm</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

V. CONCLUSION

The wireless mouse based on head control realized the function of controlling the computer cursor by sensing the tilting direction of user’s head. And we innovatively use the timing function to make the mouse do certain operation according to our needs, which satisfy the needs of the non-arm disabled. The design makes it possible for them to control the home appliances by using the technology of things of internet[5]. It proves that our design have a bright future of being applied to many occasions.
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